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Brand New Start
Alter Bridge

Artist: Alter Bridge
Song: Brand New Start

The original tuning is Eb Ab Db Gb Bb Eb 
but since that takes time to do you can play it in normal tuning aswell.

this is how it s easilly played with a for example a acoustic guitar, but 
electric guitar works aswell.

Dsus/C#	x45700 or 042000 ( E/C#)
Em7	020030
G/F#	220033
C2	x23033
D2	xx0230
F#6	254300
Intro
|Em7 | Dsus/C# | G -/F# | Em7

Vers 1
Em7		 Dsus/C#
against the sky streams of light
G          -/F#      Em7
call out to me and you
Em7		 Dsus/C#
we leave as one we ve just begun
G           -/F#          Em7
to find the solace we re due
G         -/F#            Em7
this is a life we must choose

Chorus
        C2                   G
we will make a brand new start
         D2            A
from the pieces torn apart
             C2        G    Em7
the break of day is before us
          C2               G
cast your sorrows to the wind
        D2              A
let the highway take us in
        C2         G  Em7
as we escape the disorder

Vers 2
Em7 		 Dsus/C#
this desert road that we call home



G         -/F#   Em
this is our destiny
Em7                   Dsus/C#
we chase the setting sun as we outrun
G        -/F# Em
a life of agony
G        -/F#          Em
god how we ache to be free

Chorus
        C2                   G
we will make a brand new start
         D2            A
from the pieces torn apart
             C2        G    Em7
the break of day is before us
          C2               G
cast your sorrows to the wind
        D2              A
let the highway take us in
        C2         G  Em7
as we escape the disorder

Solo 
Em7| Dsus/C#| G F#6| Em7 

Chorus
        C2                   G
we will make a brand new start
         D2            A
from the pieces torn apart
             C2        G    Em7
the break of day is before us
          C2               G
cast your sorrows to the wind
        D2              A
let the highway take us in
        C2         G  Em7
as we escape the disorder

Outro
         C2     G
make our way
G              D     A
we ll make our way
A5             G     C2   Em7
we ll make our way

If you wonder something or have a corection



email me at Dunder_danne@hotmail.com


